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"[...]3e Etage, [...] takes [ballet] evolution another step, landing a centuries-old art form 
squarely in the 21st century. Let's call it Ballet 2.0. [...] 

What Murez has created is fresh yet timeless, serious and silly, self-mocking without 
eschewing emotion and connection. His approach to ballet (and balletic contemporary 
dance) is the opposite of frilly; it's masterful, muscular, fast and fluid, with silky-smooth 

transitions and sly physical humor. 
[...] the source of the company's charm: its balance of humor, heart and unbelievable 

dancing. 
Albany Times Union  

 

 
"supreme descendants of the classical line ply their virtuosity with both jaw-dropping elan 
and unaffected miens. [...]insouciant wizardry [...] thrillingly in-the-moment dancing [...] 

superhuman beauty [...]this is no typical night at the ballet" 
Boston Globe 

 

 
“a terpsichorean adventure full of surprises and delights, not to mention superlative 
dancing, inventive choreography, evocative lighting and soundscapes, and enthralling 

stagecraft. 
[...] 

The evening is a delectable, diverse smorgasbord of styles and creative choreography 
[...] 

the dancers are so darn good: strong, precise, charismatic, and steeped in technique. 
[...] 

the energetic, full-company romp me9, [...] brings down the house”. 
Rural Intelligence 
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“3e etage is perfection. This is a company so attuned to its component parts – dancers, 
choreographers, designers, the whole – that the audience is overwhelmed and left 

breathless by its artistry.” 
Aislesay.com 

 

"Quirky and inquisitive, sensuous and theatrical, the Paris Opera offshoot leaped far 
outside the classical ballet box." 

Standford Arts Review 

 

"If the many bursts of laughter, explosive whoops and standing applause of this audience 
Wednesday night constitute a reliable indicator, 3e étage fully executed those intentions" 

Berkshire Eagle 

 

"each one displays a sublime technical facility. But what was most pleasantly surprising 
was the versatility and range they achieved in this extensive, eclectic program.(…) The 
array of characters and movement influences brought together in “Disorders” is a 

delicious smorgasbord, and the exquisite dancers of 3e étage tackle it with gusto and 
grace." 

The Rogovoy Report 

 

“We had the opportunity to see "La Valse Infernale" [the infernal waltz], the latest new 
work by Raul Zeummes. In this piece, the spectator isn't dreaming anymore, he's knocked 
out ! He sees what he's never seen before, he can't decide where to look because there 
are so many movements, ascending and trepidating dances that grab the spectactor's 
attention, never to relinquish it in the face of the excellence of everything that happens 
onstage. Exceptionally high-quality interpretaion, stupefying dancers, who smile during 

the curtain calls with confounding politeness. High art, a masterpiece.” 
European Dance News / translated from French 

 

“The critics seem unanimous [...] rave reviews ! [...]Humor, creativity, improvisation [...] 
the show is called "Virtuosités Variées"” 

Le Dauphiné Libéré / translated from French 

 

“A group of dancers from almost every rank of our national company's hierarchy [...] 
offers an eclectic and brilliant program. A great, well-deserved success[...] The public of 
Rueil-Malmaison is delighted, with good reason, because this type of evening, where 

tradition alternates with creativity, especially coming from such obviously talented young 
artists, is the best proof of the vitality and enthusiasm of a whole new generation” 

altamusica.com / translated from French 

 

“A wager won with brio[...] The dancers shone by their presence and the precision of their 
gestures.[...] This performance showcased particularly involved, motivated dancers. They 
were masterful in the various styles they performed in . The show's title, "Virtuosités +..." 

was entirely illustrated and proved.” 
European Dance News/ translated from French 
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"Murez is the most interesting young choreographer in Paris today." 
Vremya n.132 / translated from Russian 

 

“Samuel Murez, [...] in Epiphénomènes, proves himself a genuine "auteur". His thoughtful 
authenticity in the use of gesture, which is simultaneously free, yet well-considered and 
not without humor, allows the spectator to identify with the characters and relate the 

ballet to his own experience. [...Murez] reveals how voice, mime, a look or an intonation 
can fill dance with meaning, rendering it both poetic and forceful. [...] the audience is 

captivated by his corrosive, subtle and tender humor.” 
European Dance News / translated from French 

 

“[Murez's] style is unique, owing allegiance to none. Once he finds his story, he seems to 
know instinctively the right vocabulary, lighting and music to translate what he has to say, 

bringing a sense of fun to his work, mostly absent from ballet these days.” 
culturekiosque.com 

 


